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Die Beste auf dem Markt
zur Verfügung stehende Qualität

Warranty on AMC Cylinder Heads
All of our heads are covered by a two (2) year warranty against
failure due to product deficiency.

Top Quality Cylinder Heads
AMC uses only virgin aluminium and alloy mixtures, which
have been developed during our 35 years experience in
manufacturing cylinder heads, to provide a long-life product
well suited to cope with rigorous everyday Automotive use.

This warranty will cover all our products except cases on
which the product has either been damaged as a result of
incorrect installation procedure or is the subject of incorrect
product selection.
AMC is extremely proud that we maintain an actual production
error rate of only three (3) heads per 1,000 produced.
Any engine breakdowns are to be avoided. The recognised
quality of an AMC head assures optimun service life and
reliability.

We also use the best quality of materials in component parts
such as valve seats and valve guides.

AMC Quality and warranty support will reduce your cost.

We maintain extremely strict quality control standards
throughout production. Ultimately all cylinder heads are
checked individually before leaving the factory.

Continuous Product Development.

Prior to production of a new addition to the range, the original
equipment product is skillfully checked and assessed, by our
experienced and fully qualified Technicians, for any design
weaknesses or irregularities that can be improved-upon or
resolved in order to provide a product which is at least as
good as the original.

High Quality Customer Service

AMC invests vast amounts of resources and effort to develop
between 5 & 6 new types of cylinder heads every year.
In this way we ensure our Distributors and Market
Representatives will always have a current and up-to-date
programme of cylinder heads to promote.
Today we produce more than 850 different cylinder head
applications making AMC the largest cylinder head range
manufacturer worldwide.

We maintain stock of at least 20,000 pieces, which enables
immediate order processing and short-term shipment of
customer orders.

AMC O.E. Activities

We are able to provide quick answers and solutions, through
our market representatives to any commercial and technical
questions from our customers.

As a result of maintaining these standards combined with our
product expertise and other features mentioned above, we
are selected by several automotive engine manufacturers to
supply them with our cylinder heads for O.E. use.

AMC’s philosophy is always to make customer support a
priority.

We possess all quality certification standards according
ISO9001 and ISO/TS 16949.

